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1. Definitions 

1.1. “Cooks’ Cookout” means Cooks’ Cookout and/or H3 Logistics Pty Ltd, its successors 

and assigns or any person acting on behalf of and with the authority of Cooks’ 

Cookout and/or H3 Logistics Pty Ltd. 

1.2. “Member” means the person/s that has paid the amount specified in any invoice, 

document or order, or the use of Cooks’ Cookout facility. If there is more than one 

Member in an organisation, it is a reference to each Member/persons jointly and 

severally. Membership is automatic at the initial booking. 

1.3. A “Fixed user” is a member who buys credit to use the kitchen/s with a list of 

predetermined day and time in mind. 

1.4. A “Flexi user” is a member who buys credit to only use the kitchen/s and has the 

flexibility to choose time and date of use at a later date. 

1.5. A “business user” is a user that applies and gets its licence to sell to the public by 

claiming to cook at Cooks’ Cookout commercial kitchen facility. It is a user that uses 

Cooks’ Cookout licence to get its Food Business Registration Certificate. 

1.6. A “non-business user” is a user that will not be applying a licence to sell food to the 

public under Cooks’ Cookout approved commercial kitchen licence. 

1.7. “Booking” means the renting of Cooks’ Cookout commercial kitchen and restaurant 

facility. 

1.8. “Rate” means the price payable for the booking or hiring of Cooks’ Cookout kitchen 

and restaurant facility as agreed between Cooks’ Cookout and the member. 

1.9. “Facility” means Cooks’ Cookout commercial kitchens and/or restaurant, its 

utensils, equipment, fixtures and fittings shared by relevant members. 

1.10. “Cooking outside facility” includes any related prepping (e.g. chopping, dicing, 

washing, and slicing) of ingredients prior to cooking, cooking of rice, cooking of end 

product, and any process involved in the production of the end product that will be 

sold to the public. 

1.11. A “Restaurant user” is a user that is booked monthly for the use of one or more 

trading slots at Cooks’ Cookout restaurant for hire facility. 

2. For business users to take note: 

2.1. Cooks’ Cookout does not condone any cooking/preparations done outside the 

facility that is trading under Cooks’ Cookout licence. It is the member’s 

responsibility to make sure that the hours that have been chosen at each session is 

enough for cooking & cleaning (cleaning is the responsibility of every user). If in any 

ways that a member is found/reported cooking outside the facility, the member’s 

membership & Food Business Registration Certificate (produced by council) will be 
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terminated immediately. Security deposit and any unused bookings will be 

forfeited. 

2.2. It is every member's responsibility to inform Cooks' Cookout every time it has a 

new date of which its product is traded and sold to the public. Members need to 

make additional kitchen and/or storage booking to complement the new trading 

date. 

3. Booking 

3.1. Once a person made a booking with Cooks’ Cookout, he/she automatically 

becomes Cooks’ Cookout member for his/her lifetime or until he/she decides to 

terminate its membership (clause 12). 

3.2. By being a member, it has taken to have exclusively accepted and is immediately 

bound, jointly and severally, by these terms and conditions of use. 

3.3. Booking can only be made after submission of ‘Membership Form’ (at the initial 

stage of booking) and after all sums have been paid in full. Sums means ‘GRAND 

total due for payment’ as indicated on any invoice provided by Cooks’ Cookout. In 

addition, for restaurant hire and selected kitchen users where Cooks’ Cookout 

deemed necessary, would need to submit our ‘7 Day Account Form’ to activate its 

booking. 

3.4. Booking is based on first pay first cook basis. 

3.5. Minimum booking requirement : 

3.5.1. Non–business users’ minimum booking requirement is 6 hours. These 6 

hours can consist of one 6 hours cooking session or two days of 3 hours 

cooking session. 

3.5.2. For businesses planning to use our kitchen to produce food to sell to the 

public, the minimum requirement is to be booked in for an average of at 

least 3 hours a week for 8 weeks. This minimum requirement applies 

for both fixed and flexi users.  

3.5.3. Minimum requirement per cooking session is 3 hours for non-business and 

business users. 

3.6. Flexi User booking info 

3.6.1. A flexi user needs to contact Cooks’ Cookout every time it needs to use up 

its credit. Cooks’ Cookout will confirm the newly booked in time via email 

together with notification on the remaining credit (refer to clause 5.2.2). It 

is crucial for a flexi user to contact Cooks’ Cookout as early as possible to 

check on the availability of its preferred day and time to avoid 

disappointment. 
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3.6.2. Minimum usage requirement of an average of at least 3 hours must be 

met weekly.  

3.6.3. Kitchen usage credit is not transferrable with other users. 

3.6.4. Kitchen usage credits are valid for the period stated in your quote / tax 

invoice. Any unused credits, at expiry, will not be refunded and cannot be 

carried forward to the next booking. 

3.7. Payment of rates may be made via: 

3.7.1. Paypal and Credit card – Plus Paypal surcharges of 2.9% + AUD0.30 (Please 

request if you want to pay with this option) 

3.7.2. Online banking or Electronic transfer*; 

3.7.3. Cash Deposit at Bankwest teller*; 

3.7.4. Mail – Cheque / Bank Cheque (Note: Bank usually takes 3-5 business days 

to clear cheques. No bookings is confirmed until cheques are cleared)*; 

3.7.5. Or by any other method as agreed between the member and Cooks’ 
Cookout. 
*Please forward all payments to the below account. Details can also be 
found on your quote / tax invoice: 

Name:  H3 Logistics Pty Ltd 
BSB:  302-162 
Account #:  0336681 
Ref: Invoice No. 

3.8. These terms and conditions may be amended by Cooks’ Cookout without notice 

and the updated copy will be sent to all users via email. The updated copy terms 

and conditions shall apply to all existing and new users. 

3.9. These terms and conditions shall prevail with any inconsistencies with other 

documentations and verbal agreement made between the member and Cooks’ 

Cookout. However, in some circumstances whereby special conditions exist and are 

clearly stated on Cooks’ Cookout quote/ tax invoice, the special conditions shall 

prevail. 

3.10. Note: If prior booking is not made by a member for the time/date the member 

showed up and used the facility, Cooks’ Cookout will regard it as trespassing and 

for every hour used will be charged AUD 100. 

3.11. Restaurant hire booking will be automatically renewed every month until the 

member notified otherwise. 
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4. Security Deposit, Registration Fee & Annual Fee 

4.1. A security deposit of AUD1,000 is required upon initial booking with Cooks’ 

Cookout unless otherwise stated on quote/ tax invoice. 

4.2. The security deposit is only a once off payment for the lifetime of the membership. 

4.3. Security deposit is fully refundable upon termination, in writing, subject to clause 

12. 

4.4. All business users are required to pay a registration fee of AUD20 +GST at its initial 

booking.  

4.5. All members are required to pay AUD20 +GST Annual Fee in January of every year. 

Members will be invoiced separately. 

5. Renewal of Booking 

5.1. Fixed User:  

5.1.1. Renewal is crucial for a fixed user to secure its current booked day and 

time in their next booking before its current booking approaches expiry. 

5.1.2. Booking renewal reminder will be given out to a fixed user two (2) weeks 

prior to its booking expiry. The user will have one (1) week to renew its 

booking, after which its time slots will be made available for other existing 

and new members. The user may still renew its booking after the one 

week renewal window, but there is no guarantee that it can still secure the 

same day and time as its current booking. 

5.1.3. If an existing member would like to change its booked in day and time for 

the upcoming booking contract, the member would need to forward its 

request to Cooks’ Cookout prior to or in the week that the member is 

given notice to renew its booking. Cooks’ Cookout will try its best to 

accommodate the request. 

5.1.4. If the user fail to pay its subsequent booking by the end of its current 

booking, but has not informed Cooks’ Cookout of its discontinuity, Cooks’ 

Cookout will deduct the amount owing from the user’s credit card. If it is 

unsuccessful or if credit card details were not provided (due to any 

reason), the user will be denied entry and its access codes will be 

deactivated immediately. Any entry will be regarded as trespassing and 

any hours used will incur AUD100. 

5.2. Flexi User: 

5.2.1. Once a flexi user’s credit runs-out, a flexi user needs to top-up its booking 

credit in order to carry on using the facility.  
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5.2.2. A flexi user will be informed on its remaining credit at every booking 

confirmation email sent out by Cooks’ Cookout. 

5.3. Restaurant hire User: 

5.3.1. Restaurant hire users’ usage of the facility is assumed continuous; 

5.3.2. Restaurant users will be invoiced monthly in advance. The following 

month’s tax invoice will be issued in the final week of the current booking 

month and user is required to pay all sums within 7 days from the date of 

tax invoice and/or before the 1st day of the next month. If payment is not 

received and notification of discontinuity is given (refer to clause 8.3.2 & 

12.4), Cooks’ Cookout will assume automatic renewal and will charge 

user’s credit card account on the new month’s use. Once charged, monies 

are non-refundable, except for security deposit. 

6. Usage of Facility 

6.1. Checking-in and Checking-out 

Members must fill up the ‘Check-in/Check-out Checklist’ provided in each kitchen 

before they leave. The filled up checklist will then need to be folded and dropped in 

into the ‘Check-out Box’ provided upon leaving the facility. This reporting system is 

crucial: 

6.1.1. To deter any blames associated on misusing of facility as elaborated under 

clause 6.2 and 6.4 below. 

6.1.2. To keep track of business members’ attendance. 

6.1.2.1. This is as per Town of Victoria Park’s request. This attendance 

log will be submitted to the council on constant basis. 

6.1.2.2. Should a member failed to show up for 4 consecutive weeks, 

without prior information sharing with the Cooks’ Cookout, 

Cooks’ Cookout will direct the Town of Victoria Park to cancel 

member’s food business registration certificate on immediate 

notice. All remaining credit will be voided and the user needs to 

go through the whole registration process again, if the user 

wants to continue to cook at the facility. The renewing process 

includes paying up AUD20 registration fee and/or annual fee 

(charged in January of every year) and the total booking rates. 

There is no need to pay the security deposit again unless the 

reason of not showing up is as a result of member 

cooking/preparing food elsewhere. If this is the case, clause 12.1 

applies. 
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6.2. Cleanliness and order 

6.2.1. It is every member’s responsibility in keeping the facility clean and tidy at 

all times. Members must leave the kitchen and/or the restaurant facility in 

a ‘clean, workable, and presentable condition’. 

6.2.2. ‘Clean, workable, and presentable condition’ means that there are no dirty 

cookwares and/or utensils; worktops/benches and sinks are wiped down; 

any spills and splashes in the ovens and/or microwave have been cleaned; 

stove tops and griddles are free from cooking residue; floor has been 

swept and mopped; and rubbish bin has been cleared and replaced with a 

new rubbish bag. In the case of restaurant users; toilet bins must be 

emptied, toilet bowls and sinks must be scrubbed, toilet floors must be 

swept and mopped, dining area tables, counters and chairs needs to be 

wiped down, dining, alfresco, and decking area must be swept and 

mopped. 

6.2.3. All Cooks’ Cookout’s kitchen cookwares and utensils are to be returned to 

their original locations. 

6.2.4. All Cooks’ Cookout’s cleaning tools and supplies are to be returned to the 

respective cleaning cabinets. 

6.2.5. Should the member find the kitchen unclean and unfit for working when 

they checked-in, the member must report to Cooks’ Cookout by writing 

the kitchen’s condition on the ‘Check-in/Check-out Checklist’  (under the 

‘Suggestions / Comments’ section) before leaving the facility. This is to safe 

the member from having to pay unnecessary fine that is meant for the 

untidy party. 

6.2.6. Should the member found guilty of not leaving the facility in a clean and 

workable condition, Cooks’ Cookout deserve the right to penalise the 

member by imposing a fine subject to clause 9.1 below. 

6.2.7. Any appliances, equipment, lights, air-conditioning, and tapwares used at 

the premises must be turned off prior to vacating the premises. Any of 

such mentioned found switched on or flowing (in the case of tapwares) 

will attract a penalty of AUD 100. Please refer to clause 9.2. 

6.2.8. In the case of restaurant users: all tables and chairs, outdoor heater, 

shades, and speakers must be brought and secured at the end of trading 

session. Failing to bring in/ secure Cooks’ Cookout assets will attract a fee 

of AUD 100 per item found to be left outside. If any items are found 
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missing / lost / damaged, the user that was reported trading during the 

time will need to repay the purchasing cost of the item/s. 

6.3. Storage Facility 

6.3.1. Personal belonging lockers 

6.3.1.1. Personal belonging lockers are marked G1-G5 and B1-B5 for 

Green kitchen users and Blue kitchen users, respectively. 

6.3.1.2. All members have the right to using the provided personal 

belonging lockers at the time of their booking. 

6.3.1.3. The locker keys shall not leave the premises. Members must 

take their personal belongings from the locker at the end of 

each booking session and leave the keys at the respective 

keyholes. 

6.3.1.4. If member lose the key, Cooks’ Cookout deserves the right to 

replace the key and/or key lock at the expense of the member. 

The cost replacement will be imposed in the method stated 

under clause 9.17. 

6.3.1.5. Cooks’ cookout shall not be held responsible for any damages or 

loss of members’ storage items or any items left at the premises. 

6.3.1.6. Personal belonging lockers are strictly for storing personal 

item/s and not for storing food materials etc. 

6.3.2. Dry Storage Lockers and Shelving 

6.3.2.1. Cooks’ Cookout’s dry storage facility is available for hire at a 

reasonable daily price. Please refer to Cooks’ Cookout website or 

enquire for rates. 

6.3.2.2. Member is required to return all locker keys at the end of its dry 

storage locker renting tenure by inserting it into Cooks’ Cookout 

letter box located in front of Cooks’ Cookout building. Any days 

exceeding the tenure will incur extra charges and will be 

imposed as per clause 9.17. 

6.3.2.3. Member is also required to empty out its hired dry storage 

shelving at the end of its hire tenure. Any days exceeding the 

tenure will incur extra charges and will be imposed as per clause 

9.17. 

6.3.2.4. Member must not lose its dry storage key. Should member lose 

the key, Cooks’ Cookout deserves the right to replace the key 
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and/or key lock at the expense of the member. This will be 

imposed by the methods stated under clause 9.17. 

6.3.2.5. Cooks’ cookout shall not be held responsible for any damages or 

loss of members’ storage items or any items left at the premises. 

6.3.3. Fridge / Freezer storage compartment & space 

6.3.3.1. Fridge and freezer storage is available for hire on a daily rate. 

6.3.3.2. It is the member’s responsibility to keep its foods neat, tidy and 

not in the way of other members’ foods. 

6.3.3.3. Cooks’ Cookout shall not be held reliable for any missing foods 

left in the fridge or freezer. It is member’s responsibility to 

secure its foods safely as to avoid possibility of it going missing. 

6.3.3.4. Cooks’ cookout shall not be held responsible for any damages or 

loss of members’ items or any items left at the premises. 

6.3.4. Users are not allowed to leave anything at the premises without prior 

booking. Anything that is found not within the designated / booked in 

storage (shelf/compartment/space) will be thrown away by Cooks’ 

Cookout without notice. If the item is of a significant value (in the case of 

electrical appliances) Cooks’ Cookout will keep the item/s for a maximum 

time of 30 days. If or when the item’s ownership is identifiable, Cooks’ 

Cookout will inform the user and will impose a fine of AUD 100 to the user. 

User must pay fine within 7 days from date of invoice. Please refer to 

Clause 9.14. If it is unidentifiable, Cooks’ Cookout deserves to throw it 

away or take it in our possession. 

6.3.5. Users must not leave anything on the floor of all storage areas at the 

facility. Any items must be arranged neatly and tidily at the respective 

hired shelving and compartment. If a user has an exclusive use of a 

fridge/freezer, the user is permitted to leave its extra items on its 

fridge/freezer. If Cooks’ Cookout and its employees found any item/s on 

any floor at the facility, especially in the storage areas, Cooks’ Cookout will 

throw the item/s away without notice. If the item is of a significant value 

(in the case of electrical appliances) Cooks’ Cookout will keep the item/s 

for a maximum time of 30 days. If or when the item’s ownership is 

identifiable, Cooks’ Cookout will inform the user and will impose a fine of 

AUD 100 to the user per item. User must pay fine within 7 days from date 

of invoice. Please refer to Clause 9.15. If it is unidentifiable, Cooks’ 

Cookout deserves to throw it away or take it in our possession. 
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6.4. Cooks’ Cookout’s properties 

6.4.1. Member must not take anything that belongs to Cooks’ Cookout away 

from the premises. 

6.4.2. Should Cooks’ Cookout finds out that there is one/more missing and/or 

broken item/s during the member’s booking time, Cooks’ Cookout 

deserves the right to issue an invoice to the member for claiming 

compensation. This will be imposed in the method stated under clause 

9.17. 

6.4.3. It is members’ responsibility to maintain care to all Cooks’ Cookout 

properties at all times. 

6.4.4. If member happens to find something that is not working properly or as it 

should be, member should inform Cooks’ Cookout immediately for 

rectification. 

6.5. Punctuality 

6.5.1. Member/s must appear at the respective kitchen/s at the time they have 

booked into. Any late arrivals will not be compensated with an extra time 

above the booking time. Any extra time used above member’s booking 

time will be invoiced by Cooks’ Cookout for member’s immediate 

payment. 

6.5.2. It is member’s responsibility to allow some time in its booking time for 

tidying and cleaning up. 

6.5.3. Should member finish cooking and cleaning earlier than anticipated or 

earlier than the ending of its booking time, no monies shall be refunded 

and no credit shall be issued. 

6.5.4. Should member feels that its scheduled time is not enough and would like 

to extend the time for a bit more, member must inform Cooks’ Cookout of 

its intention. Cooks’ Cookout will check on the possibility of time extension 

and will negotiate with the incoming user on the member’s behalf, if need 

be. Any excess hours will be invoice and require member’s immediate 

payment. 

6.6. Securing Premises 

6.6.1. Users are not allowed to leave the yellow entrance door open at any time 

of the day. The door must be closed at all times. Should any unauthorised 

entry occurs, the user who left the door opened shall be liable for any loss 

and/or damages. A penalty fine of AUD 100 will also be charged even if 

there isn’t any unauthorised entry or any loss and/or damages to the 
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contents of the premises. Constant monitoring of the door shall be 

conducted by Cooks’ Cookout via CCTV to ensure safety of all users, 

especially at night. Clause 9.6. 

6.6.2. Users must turn on the security alarm when leaving the premises provided 

that nobody is around. Failing to do so may incur a penalty fine of AUD 100 

and any damages and/or loss to the contents of the premises shall be 

borne by the user. Clause 9.7. 

6.6.3. Restaurant hire users must shut down all three shutters at the dining area 

after trading. Should any break-ins occur when the shutter is left open 

after trading hours, the restaurant user, whom had left the shutter open, 

shall be liable for any damages on the windows (as a result of forced 

entry), and/or any loss and damages to the contents of the premises. A 

fine of AUD 100 will be imposed for such negligence regardless of any 

occurrences of forced entry/break-in. Refer to clause 9.8. The action of 

shutting down and securing the dining areas also applies to all users whom 

have opened the shutters and the same penalties shall apply if it is not 

done. 

6.6.4. Users of the basement store area must close the sliding door and lock the 

gate at all times. Not closing any of these will attract a fine of AUD 100 

each time it is found by Cooks’ Cookout and/or its employees. 

6.7. Light switches 

6.7.1. When at the kitchen, kitchen hire users can only turn on the switches and 

leave them on for the rest of their hired session in the (i) kitchen they are 

cooking in, (ii) common store area, (iii) upper  level storage area – only if 

the user has hired a storage there, and (iv) at Cooks’ Cookout yellow 

entrance door. The hourly kitchen hire rate only includes the mentioned 

respective areas and not the restaurant related areas. If Cooks’ Cookout 

find any lights outside these areas mentioned turned on at kitchen user’s 

cooking session, Cooks’ Cookout deserves the right to charge the 

necessary amount to compensate the electricity used. Please also refer to 

clause 9.9. If no one else is at the kitchen or related areas, the kitchen hire 

user must be sure to turn off all light switches and power points at the end 

of each session. Not turning off will attract a fine of AUD100 each time. 

Clause 9.2 & 9.10. 

6.7.2. Restaurant hire users are free to turn on any lights switches at (i) the 

kitchen they are cooking in, (ii) common store area, (iii) upper level  store 
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area – only if the user has a hired a space there, (iv) restaurant related 

facilities – e.g. dining areas, patrons’ toilets, restaurant frontage, and (v) at 

Cooks’ Cookout yellow entrance door. Restaurant users must be sure to 

turn off all light switches and power points at the end of each session. Any 

switches / powerpoints not turned off will attract a fine of AUD100 each 

time. Please also refer to clause 9.2 & 9.11. 

6.7.3. Both kitchen and restaurant users are free to turn on the light switch at 

the basement store, provided that they have hired the storage space 

there. However, users must not leave it on when users are not at the 

room. Switches must be turned off when leaving the storage room. Failing 

to do so will attract a fine of AUD 100 each time. Clause 9.12. 

7. Changes of booking time 

7.1. All changes of booking time for members are possible subject to availability. 

7.2. Changes can be made by contacting Cooks’ Cookout via the given contact details on 

Cooks’ Cookout website. 

7.3. A fixed user can make changes to its booking time at any time prior to booking 

time. An administration fee of AUD 20 + GST will be charged each time, regardless 

of the number of dates/time to change to. Changes are not allowed on/after 

booking time and no monies are refundable for failing to turn up for the booked in 

session. Fees will be charged in the methods laid out under clause 9.17 below. 

7.4. A flexi user can make changes to its booking time at any time prior to booking time 

with no added fee. Changes are not allowed on/after booking time. No monies are 

refundable for not turning up for a booking. 

7.5. All new dates and/or times to be changed to must be within the booking period 

stated on the tax invoice/email correspondence produced/sent by the Cooks’ 

Cookout. A fixed user must provide the new dates / times at the time changes are 

requested. A flexi user, however, doesn’t have to provide the new dates / times 

when cancellation of current booking session is made. 

7.6. Restaurant hire users are allowed to move its current trading slot/s to another 

trading slot/s within the month that it has made its booking, provided that they are 

available slots. If all other slots are full in the month, changes cannot be made and 

no refund/credit shall be given. 

8. Cancellation of booking 

8.1. Fixed User 

8.1.1. Is allowed to make cancellation on its booking. However, no refunds will 

be given. 
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8.1.2. If a business fixed user fails to show up for 4 consecutive weeks, Cooks’ 

Cookout deserves the right to direct the Town of Victoria Park to cancel 

the user’s Food Business Registration Certificate on immediate notice. All 

further dates / times bookings will be made voided. Please also refer to 

clause 6.1.2.2.                                

8.2. Flexi User 

8.2.1. Whom have made a booking before 16 September 2014, is allowed to 

make cancellation to its booking with a fee of 50% of its remaining credit. 

This fee will be deducted straight from the total remaining credit to be 

refunded. Any new bookings made (including after cancellation of current 

booking or expiry of current booking) after the date mentioned will not be 

eligible for refunds at all. 

8.3. Restaurant Hire User 

8.3.1. Is not allowed to make cancellation in the current booking month. No 

credit and refund will be given. 

8.3.2. Hire of restaurant facility is assumed continuous. User needs to inform 

Cooks’ Cookout if user wishes to discontinue with hiring the restaurant 

facility before the 1st day of the following month. If notice is not given, 

Cooks’ Cookout will proceed with charging the user’s credit card account 

(if invoiced amount hasn’t been paid) for the new month’s usage. From 

here, clause 8.3.1 above applies. 

9. Fines and Fees 

9.1. A fine of up to AUD 100 will be imposed for anyone found guilty of not leaving the 

kitchen and its facilities in a clean and workable condition. Refer to clause 6.2.6 

above. 

9.2. A penalty fine of AUD 100 will be charged for each appliance, equipment, light, air-

conditioning, and tapware, found unclosed. Refer to clause 6.2.7. 

9.3. Fixed users would need to pay a AUD 20 + GST administration fee for any booking 

changes (clause 7.3).  

9.4. Any loss of locker key will be replaced by Cooks’ Cookout at the expense of the 

member responsible of the loss. Please refer to clause 6.3.1.4 and 6.3.2.4. 

9.5. Compensation fees will be charged and invoiced to a member if the member is 

guilty of taking and/or breaking item/s that belongs to Cooks’ Cookout (clause 

6.4.2). 

9.6. The user whom had left the yellow entrance door open shall be liable for any loss 

and/or damage to the contents of premises and the premises. On top of that a 
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fixed AUD 100 penalty fine shall be charged if the Cooks’ Cookout finds the door 

open regardless of whether or not there are any unauthorised entry causing loss 

and/or damage to the premises. (Clause 6.6.1). Same penalty applies for those not 

closing the basement store sliding door and locking the access gate every time. 

Please refer to clause 6.6.4. 

9.7. The user whom did not turn on the security alarm system shall be liable for any loss 

and/or damage to the contents of premises and the premises when the premises in 

unarmed. A fixed AUD 100 penalty fee shall be charged if the Cooks’ Cookout finds 

the premises unarmed regardless whether or not there are any unauthorised entry 

causing loss and/or damage to the premises. (Clause 6.6.2). 

9.8. The user whom had left the dining area shutters un-shut shall be liable for any 

forced entries/break-ins resulting in loss and/or damages to the contents of 

premises and the premises. On top of that a fixed AUD 100 penalty fine shall be 

imposed if the Cooks’ Cookout finds the shutters open regardless of whether there 

is / isn’t any occurrences of forced entry/break-in. (Clause 6.6.3) 

9.9. The user whom has turned on the light switches outside their hired space, will be 

charged accordingly in order to compensate the electricity used (Clause 6.7.1).  

9.10. Kitchen hire users found not turning off any of the switches and power points at 

the kitchen related areas at the end of each session will be fined AUD100 for each 

point (Clause 6.7.1) 

9.11. Restaurant users found not turning off any of the switches and power points at the 

restaurant related areas at the end of each session will be fined AUD100 for each 

point (Clause 6.7.2) 

9.12. The member that is caught not turning off the basement light will be penalised 

AUD100 (Clause 6.7.3) 

9.13. Failing to bring in/ secure Cooks’ Cookout assets will attract a fee of AUD 100 per 

item found to be left outside. If any items are found missing / lost / damaged, the 

user that was reported trading during the time it went missing/lost/damaged will 

need to repay the purchasing cost of the item/s. (Clause 6.2.8) 

9.14. Any item/s left at the premises outside users’ designated storage and/or without 

prior booking arrangement made with the Cooks’ Cookout will incur a fine of AUD 

100. If ownership in unidentifiable within 30 days, the item/s will be thrown out 

without notice. (Clause 6.3.4) 

9.15. Any item/s left on the floor at any storage area / kitchens will be fined AUD 100. If 

ownership in unidentifiable within 30 days, the item/s will be thrown out without 

notice. (Clause 6.3.5) 
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9.16. A flat rate of AUD5 shall accrue daily from the date after which the payment 

becomes due (due date stated on tax invoice), until the date of payment. 

9.17. Any fines and fees imposed onto member/s will be executed in the steps below: 

9.17.1. Cooks’ Cookout will produce an invoice to member. The member is 

required to make payments on or before the due date stated on the 

invoice (usually 7 days from date of issue, unless otherwise stated). 

9.17.2. Should member fail to conduct clause 9.17.1 above; 

9.17.2.1. Fixed User: Cooks’ Cookout has the right to charge the owing 

amount to user’s credit card. Any bank charges will be passed on 

to the member. If credit card details have not been provided (in 

the case of older clients) or if the charges was denied, Cooks’ 

Cookout will deduct the time, equivalent to the owing amount, 

from member’s booked-in time schedule. This lost time schedule 

will be made available for existing and new members. If the 

member wishes to recover the lost time schedule, member may 

do so by contacting Cooks’ Cookout immediately (subject to 

availability) to settle outstanding debts. 

9.17.2.2. Flexi User: Cooks’ Cookout will deduct any owing monies from 

user’s remaining credit. 

9.17.2.3. Restaurant hire User: Cooks’ Cookout has the right to charge 

the owing amount to user’s credit card. Any bank charges will be 

passed on to the member. 

9.17.3. If method on clause 9.17.2 is unsuccessful: 

9.17.3.1. Fixed User: If the member does not have any upcoming booked-

in time slots, Cooks’ Cookout will deduct the fines/fees and any 

payment overdue fee (refer clause 9.13 for payment overdue 

fee) from member’s security deposit. The member is also not 

allowed to make any more bookings with Cooks’ Cookout until 

the amount deducted from the security deposit is paid in full. In 

the case of business users, seizure of Food Business Registration 

Certificate will be take place. 

9.17.3.2. Flexi User: If the member does not have any remaining credit, 

Cooks’ Cookout will deduct the fines/fees and any payment 

overdue fee (refer clause 9.13 for payment overdue fee) from 

member’s security deposit. The member is also not allowed to 

make any more bookings with Cooks’ Cookout until the amount 
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deducted from the security deposit is paid in full. In the case of 

business users, seizure of Food Business Registration Certificate 

will be take place. 

9.17.3.3. Restaurant hire User: If the credit card deduction is rejected, 

Cooks’ Cookout will deny user’s entry to the facility until the 

user decides to pay, provided that it is still available. The 

moment the payment is rejected, Cooks’ Cookout will open the 

time slot for others to hire. 

9.17.4. Should fines and/or fees amount exceeded member’s security deposit, 

member shall indemnify Cooks’ Cookout from and against all costs and 

disbursements incurred by Cooks’ Cookout in recovering the debt 

(including but not limited to internal administration fees, legal costs on 

solicitor and own client basis, Cooks’ Cookout collection agency costs, 

and bank dishonour fees).  

10. Closed-circuit Television (“CCTV”) 

In order to protect all parties, Cooks’ Cookout has put in place a CCTV system to 

monitor the premises. CCTV locations are only limited to the dining, kitchens and dry 

store areas. CCTV will be used for but not limited to the following: 

10.1. Ensuring safety of all members; and 

10.2. Identifying break-ins and/or unauthorised entries; 

10.2.1. Reporting break-ins; 

10.2.2. Identifying losses and damage of equipment and/or properties; 

10.2.3. Monitoring punctuality of booked in time slots; 

10.2.4. Monitoring cleanliness of premises; and 

10.2.5. Double-checking reported claims by members. 

11. Privacy 

11.1. Considering that this is a shared facility, member must agree to Cooks’ Cookout 

sharing member’s contact name and number with other members in the case 

there is a need for booking time negotiations between members. 

12. Termination of membership 

12.1. Business Users: Membership will automatically be terminated when a member 

fails to strictly produce its products at the commercial kitchen facility. When this 

happens, any remaining bookings will be made voided and security deposit will 

be forfeited. No monies will be refunded. Refer to clause 2.1. 
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12.2. A member who wishes to terminate its membership (i.e. would no longer like to 

hire Cooks’ Cookout facilities) may forward its request in writing via email to 

Cooks’ Cookout. 

12.3. Security Deposit is fully refundable, minus all fines and fees owing to Cooks’ 

Cookout. 

12.4. Restaurant hire Users may give notice to terminate the use of the restaurant 

facility and/or its membership for the following month at any time prior to the 

end date of its current month’s booking. If the termination notice is given later 

than the end date of current booking, any monies that had been charged / paid 

for for the new month’s hire will not be refunded. The restaurant user may 

continue to trade for the new month it has made payment. Security deposit will 

be refunded at the end of the final month trading and is refundable as per clause 

12.3 above. 

13. Food Business Registration matters 

13.1. All registration of food business licence must be submitted to the Cooks’ 

Cookout. Cooks’ Cookout will do the registration on member’s behalf. 

13.2. Members who wishes to produce food to the public under the Cooks’ Cookout 

name and premises will automatically be registered under the Town of Victoria 

Park; 

13.3. It is a requirement by the Town of Victoria Park that, if a member’s booked in 

day is different to the day its product is sold to the public, the member must hire 

some storage facility at the premises to accommodate its products during the 

period. In other words, no foods prepared can leave the premises until the day 

the food is to be sold to the public. 

13.4. Cooks’ Cookout is not responsible for any mishandling of food production that 

may result in food poisoning to member’s consumers. It is the member’s 

responsibility to keep its food production up to the required safety levels and to 

equip itself with its own public liability insurance in case of a misfortune. No 

claims can be made to Cooks’ Cookout insurance, in any ways. 

13.5. Business members should never cook/prepare its foods outside Cooks’ Cookout 

facility. If member is caught or reported to do so, Cooks’ Cookout deserves all 

rights to the immediate cancellation of its food business licence. Please also 

refer to clause 2.1 and 12.1 above for more details. 

13.6. If a business member cooks outside Cooks’ Cookout facility and someone gets 

food poisoning from the food served, Cooks’ Cookout deserves the right to take 

a legal action/ sue the business for misusing of Cooks’ Cookout food business 
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registration certificate, for tarnishing Cooks’ Cookout reputation, and for causing 

the extent of trouble to Cooks’ Cookout usual operations. 

 


